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Abstract—Engineering and technology are crucial domains both in colleges and in the industries as they play a vital role in the nations’ economy and serve as the medium for the nations’ active participation in the global competitiveness aiming at attaining industrial revolution 4.0 goals. These goals are only realized when graduates, particularly engineers and technologist are equipped with reasoning skills. In view of this, the paper highlighted the connections between reasoning skills in technology and engineering through game-based learning. The paper utilized systematic review format and synthesized the existing literature through search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, framework analysis and quality assessment. It further analyzed and discussed types of games in learning with relevant descriptions and how its integration into teaching and learning technology and engineering courses would enhance reasoning skills among students and promote their problem-solving ability and likewise creativity to innovate new products, machines and services for societal development. The paper suggested for the integrating of suitable games in learning technology and engineering courses.
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1 Introduction

Today’s societal needs require students to learn in an educational environment that is expected to give them room to collaborate, critically think and analyze, individually and in a group, to develop innovative projects and products that would solve the problems or ease the difficulties in human lives. This learning environment is most particularly needed in disciplines such as technology and engineering that require the development of twenty-first centuries skills. Game-based learning is a learning environment that exposes students to varieties of skills and supports significant improve-
ment in students’ experience and achievement [1]. Recently there is a significant increase in computer games that are believed to be powerful tools for engaging students as a result of pleasure-driven from them [2]. The pleasure makes them be recognized as supporting tools for the learning environment that requires exploration, critical thinking and reasoning. According to Barata, Gama, Jorge, and Goncalves [2], although the use of games in learning is rare, it is however believed by both parent and teachers that computer games have potential ability to support and enhance valuable learning skills such as reasoning among the young learners.

This research article aimed at presenting connections between reasoning skills and learning engineering and technology course and discusses relevant games with supportive empirical studies to ascertain how game-based learning enhances reasoning skills in the said courses.

2 Reasoning Skills in Technology and Engineering

Many authors defined technology and engineering in different ways depending on the perspectives and the angle the two concepts were viewed. However, in whatever point they are viewed, it would be gathered that they are interrelated through the application of scientific and reasoning skills aimed at crafting and innovating products and services for the benefit of mankind. Technology and engineering are indispensable disciplines in human lives that involves the application of scientific knowledge and skills, and mathematical reasoning to innovate new system, devices, or products in order to solve technical problems and improve conditions for human lives [3–5]. These disciplines aimed at economically, using the forces and materials of nature, practicing and applying mathematical and science skills and experiences for simplifying and bettering the life of mankind. Both engineers and technologists are expected to design, innovate and develop new tools and products that simplify human life. They build and test new machines and repair them when they are faulty. One of the major reasons for the rapid growth and development of the developed nations compared to developing ones is their emphasis on technology and the engineering sector in an efforts to adjust to the rapid and developmental global changes and targets to attains goals sets for industrial revolution 4.0 [6]. These critical domains to nations’ developments require a learning environment with hands-on activities to promote learners’ reasoning skills to critically think and analyze the assembling of the basic components of a system/machine. In both technology and engineering, there are concepts that require project-based games to display mechanisms and constructions involved and enable technologist and engineers think, reason and solve problems associated with machines and products.

Lack of thinking and reasoning skills of assembling and disassembling relevant devices due to limited access to necessary equipment, projects and practices in school results to graduating of non-qualified and unprofessional technologists and engineers that could not assemble or disassemble a simple device not to talk of constructing a new one. Lack of reasoning skills for solving mechanical problems and designing innovative products is part of the major reasons why industries could not employ
some graduate engineers even with available vacancies [7]. This scenario increases
the rate of unemployment as some graduate engineers are not attractive and suitable
for being less productive. Furthermore, Kaminska et al [7] outlined key challenges of
technology and engineering professions in many developing countries. The challenges
include; lack of standard teaching and learning facilities; and inappropriate learning
strategies utilized by teachers. Most of the learning strategies utilized are not project-
based which are parts of what generated the present breach between the industries and
the so-called graduate engineers and technologist that lack thinking and reasoning
skills for designing innovative products. Hence preventing industries from absorbing
them.

In addition, to join the global competition in realizing industrial revolution 4.0,
technology and engineering sectors need to be strengthened to enhance designing and
developing innovative services and products. According to Kojmane and Aboutajed-
dine [8], both technologist and engineers are expected to craft innovative product and
services that would support nations to actively partake in the global competition of
21st century requiring reasoning skills for analyzing and innovating products and
services. Despite this requirement, many technologists and engineers were found poor
in these skills and could not carry out simple designs and operations. Many students
and graduates engineers are faced with a lot of challenges when it comes to innovat-
ing new design due to their low reasoning skills [8–10]. This problem of skills ren-
dered them irrelevant.

Based on the empirical evidence on the effectiveness of the reasoning skills on en-
gineering and technology domain as outlined above, one could deduce that reasoning
skills in inevitable components of learning design, crafting and development of inno-
vative products and services in technology and engineering domains. Students of
technology and engineering courses are therefore expected to be taught using learning
strategies such as game-based learning that can enhance their reasoning skills for
effective performance.

3 Game-Based Learning and the Reasoning Skills

A game is described as a planned and organized form of play structured for the
players/learners to accomplish a certain task while at the same time acquires certain
skills. The use of games in teaching and learning engineering designs and other tech-
nology concepts continuously increases. This is evident in the growing number of
research publications on the integration and the effectiveness of the game-based learn-
ing on students learning outcomes more particularly, the 21st-century skills including
reasoning skills [11]. Both technology and engineering classes utilize games in the
form of a card, board, live-action, gamification element and digital game which are
expected to make learners active participants to construct meaning and understanding
of concepts.

Ertmer and Newby [12] emphasized that learning is an active and contextualized
process of knowledge construction rather than acquiring. This emphasis is based on
the constructivist point of view that learning is an active process that involves the
construction of ideas or conceptual meaning on the concept as a result of experience. This ideology formed the work of John Dewey and Jean Piaget in childhood development and educational theories describing the experience as the basic source of knowledge and skills [13]. Hence, learning strategies that involve learning by doing fosters creative thinking, reasoning and problem-solving skills [14]. Game-based learning is, however, considered as one of those learning strategies that promote creativity, reasoning and problem-solving skills among engineering students [15]. Game-based learning is a method instruction that utilizes games to guide learners to acquire a set of skills such as critical thinking, reasoning, problem-solving skills which help them achieve the specific learning objectives.

Game-based learning as an example of project-based learning is a cultural contextual form of a game that engages students through pattern stimulating, organizing and developing components’ relationship which enhances their problem-solving, critical thinking and reasoning skills [16]. These games are actively engaged through various processes and steps chosen which is initiated and directed by students’ curiosity, intrinsic motivation to learn and acquire reason for certain action or inaction. The major benefits of game-based learning are that it enables the learners to analyze situations, organize data and information, set a goal, define the relationship and construct different patterns and designs [17]. These skills enable learners to think, reason and construct engineering and technological design or solve mechanical problems of a machine. Industries and companies continuously get interested and engage graduates with these qualities.

4 Methodology

The researchers utilized systematic review format and synthesized the existing literature through search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, framework analysis and quality assessment as follows:

4.1 Search strategy

The researchers extensively searched for available and relevant literature using keywords “reasoning skills”, “reasoning skills AND game-based learning” “game-based learning AND engineering” “game-based learning AND technology” “reasoning skills AND engineering” and “reasoning skills AND technology”. The search was made using Web of Science, Scopus, Google Scholar advanced search, Willey, Tylor and Francis Libraries and Research Gate. The results of this search were 90 articles.

4.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

After the overall search, the researchers utilized inclusion and exclusion criteria based on which only empirical studies carried out on games-based learning and students’ reasoning skills in engineering and technology and published from 2015 to date were considered. The reason for excluding articles published before 2015 was to ena-
bable researchers utilized the most recent findings and the fact that similar systematic review on game-based learning generally was carried out in 2016 by Bodnar et. al. [11].

4.3 Framework analysis

The framework of the results from the review was tabulated using four items/elements and was used as data for analysis and discussions of findings. The items/elements are; type of game, description of the game and authors and year of publication in the form number system (see table 1.0).

4.4 Quality Assessment

To ensure the quality and obtain authentic and qualitative data about game-based learning and reasoning skills in engineering and technology, only complete and full-text available articles published in the peer-reviewed journal were selected and reviewed. The journals were accessed and were mostly from the first quartile to fourth quartiles of the Web of Science and Scopus indexed.

Fig. 1. Research Protocol Based on Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses [18-19]
5 Results and Discussions of the Findings

Based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria 20 articles were found suitable for inclusion into the studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Type of Game</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Puzzle</td>
<td>A normal or digital picture on wood or cardboard and cut into pieces of different and various shapes that could be fitted together.</td>
<td>[20], [21] and [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>A visual programming software involving sound, graphics and other programs</td>
<td>[23], [24], [25] and [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Brain-Blast</td>
<td>a competitive game that encourages learners to collaborate and come up with different ideas that are related to a topic and show their connectivity</td>
<td>[1] and [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Programming game (Simulation)</td>
<td>It is an algorithmic or mathematical model equipped with an appropriate set of constraints to permit predictive analysis of a system</td>
<td>[27], [28], [29], [30] and [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Video Game</td>
<td>It is an intuitive but complex system involving interactive, media and simulation technologies that support natural capabilities and creativities of the learners</td>
<td>[32], [33], [34] and [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Kahoot</td>
<td>is a game-based learning environment that makes creating, sharing and playing content in the form of a game to make learners engaged</td>
<td>[36] and [37]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Relevant games that promote reasoning skills

As indicated in table 1.0, there are varieties of games that could promote students’ reasoning skills in engineering and technology which includes Scratch, Puzzle, Simulation, Video Game, Kahoot and Brain Blast. See figure 2.

![Fig. 2. Statistics of Relevant Games in Engineering and Technology](http://www.i-jet.org)
Figure 2 above revealed that among the common games used in teaching and learning engineering and technology courses, simulation games have the highest frequency of utilization followed by puzzle and video games while Kahoot and Brain-Blast recorded least frequencies based on the reviewed empirical studies.

**Scratch:** As the name implies it is derived from a technique by disk jockey’s scratching involving sound, graphics and other programs. The first version of this game-based project was developed in 2003 by Brian Silverman and Paula Bonta. Though there are many versions, the recent one is 3.x released in January 2019. It enables technology and engineering teachers to design and create a conceptual and visual lesson that would guide abstract concepts learning and develop students’ reasoning skills. A study was carried out by Oluk and Korknaz [23] compared computational thinking of students taught using programming using scratch and those without the scratch and discovered that there is a high level of a significant relationship between students’ computational thinking skills and their programming skills in scratch. Students’ reasoning skills were found to be enhanced when they play with a scratch project [24–26]. Hence, integrating scratch project-based game in teaching and learning promote students’ reasoning skills in computer engineering and other engineering and technology domains.

**Puzzle:** This is a game that comprises of a printed picture on wood or cardboard and cut into pieces of different and various shapes that could be fitted together. It may also involve a machine saw that has a fine blade that could be used to cut a curved line in a sheet of wood, plastic or metal. Playing jigsaw puzzle regularly promotes students spatial reasoning skills [21]. The game puzzle engages students’ creativity, emotions, curiosity and increases their lateral and thinking skills in engineering and technology courses [20] and interacting with games in the form of puzzle enhances reasoning skills [22]. These kinds of games according to the literature are highly effective in civil engineering such as building construction which contributes to the national development.

**Simulation game:** It is an algorithmic or mathematical model equipped with an appropriate set of constraints to permit predictive analysis of a system [38]. The game is applied to many domains including non-engineering education. Computerized simulation games could be utilized to educate engineers and planners working with construction industries to reason before carrying out a task. Simulations games are proven as an effective strategy for promoting reasoning skills and increases learning competencies [27-28], game-based programming was more successful in teaching infomatics engineering than traditional programming [29-31]. The simulation game is, therefore, applicable to various tasks and tradeoffs in civil engineering, electronic machines and power electronic circuits in electrical engineering, digital logic in computer technology and engineering system dynamics and thermodynamics in mechanical engineering etc. These domains in recent time contribute significantly to the growth and development of nations’ economy.

**Brain blast:** This is a competitive game that encourages divergent thinking among learners. It encourages them to learners to collaborate and come up with different ideas that are related to a topic and show their connectivity. This game proved effective in teaching contents that require reasoning and creative skills for problem-solving.
and serve as a prelude for many creative projects writing [1] and [17]. Technology and engineering students may find the game interesting and fun as it engages them and to creatively think and reason for effective design and crafting innovative machines and services for national development.

**Video game:** This is an intuitive but complex system involving interactive, media and simulation technologies that support natural capabilities and creativities of the learners [39]. It comprises of several challenging tasks that require problem-solving and decision making through action responses [40]. Video is one of the medias that support teachers’ of 21st-century skills to innovative learning environment that enhances problem-solving, team-working and problem solving skills [41]. Although a finding revealed that game-based learning did not show any significant improvement in reasoning skills [32], it was however proved by many research findings that video game enhances reasoning skills in engineering and technology [31-33]. This is as a result of the fact that most of these games provides learners (users) with a dynamic and interactive learning environment [42]. The intuitive nature of this digital gaming makes it suitable for training in engineering design such as car and many machine designs. These kinds of mechanical designs are parts of what greatly contributes to nation’s economy and overall development.

**Kahoot:** Kahoot is a game-based learning environment that enables creating, sharing and playing content in the form of a game to make learners engaged. It is a dynamic learning environment to motivate students to learn better. Some empirical studies revealed that learning environment enriched with Kahoot influence students’ learning outcome including critical thinking and reasoning skills [34-35]. This implies that the dynamic and interactive nature of the game makes students curiosity as an agent of enhancing their reasoning skills. Hence the reasoning skills guides critical thinking, problem-solving and creativity which serves as components of 21st-century skills necessary for national development.

### 6 Conclusion

The recent struggles of nations toward surviving and competing in the competitive economy and targets for attaining industrial revolution 4.0 goals, make it necessary for them to acquire reasoning. To achieve these targets, technology and engineering prove to play a significant role and can only perform their roles when the programs were taught in a learning environment that supports students’ reasoning skills which are believed to be supported by game-based learning. It is, therefore, suggested that teachers of engineering and technology courses, should integrate game-based learning in those courses to enhance reasoning skills for better productivity. The research was limited to only empirical studies, full articles written in English and published from 2015 to date in higher indexed journals or proceedings. It is also limited to only game-based learning on reasoning skills in engineering and technology. Further, researchers could include other non-indexed journals, articles written in languages other than English and dated beyond 2015 and from other sources and other disciplines.
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